Abstract-This paper presents computational electromagnetics (CEM)-based characterization of smart antenna-system performance in urban microcellular environments. Mutual coupling effects between antenna-array elements are modeled using the method of moments (MoM) and the mobile environment is modeled using electromagnetic ray tracing (ERT). The smart antenna systems simulated in several urban microcells (covering a region of downtown Austin, TX) use uniform circular antenna arrays operating at 1.8 GHz. Direction-of-arrival (DOA) distribution information is used to comment on alternative array geometries for urban microcells. Power distributions are given to illustrate the variability of microcell shape using both DOA-and spatial signature-based downlink beamforming. In addition, these power distributions demonstrate how multivariate optimization can be used to modify microcell shape and to compensate for the presence of a blocking cellular tower. Spatial signature-variation information is used to characterize the overall environment and to motivate vector-autoregressive (VAR) prediction of mobile users' spatial signatures using a Kalman filter. Results from this developed prediction technique are provided for mobile users in the urban microcellular environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
N EXT-GENERATION cellular systems will make use of smart antenna technology to handle the increasing demand for wireless services. Smart antenna technology makes use of adaptive antenna arrays to improve system capacity and quality. The channel encountered by this array of antennas at the base station is referred to as the vector channel. The focus of existing studies in smart antenna-system planning [1] - [3] is on high-level simulation of system capacity, outage probabilities, and bit-error rate, which makes use of analytic channel models. Other studies [4] , [5] make use of high-level simulation tools to consider the effect of introducing smart antenna arrays into existing cellular networks. Dam [6] considers smart antennasystem planning through site-specific field measurements. The focus of this paper is to consider the intermediate topics between existing work in low-level channel simulation and high-level capacity studies.
The approach used in this work combines both the method of moments (MoM) and electromagnetic ray tracing (ERT) to model both nearby coupling effects and far-field propagation effects. ERT is a high-frequency approximation to Maxwell's equations that considers traveling signal radiation to be directed rays. It has been used in the past to consider traditional, single base station antenna-communications system planning [7] - [10] , and, to a lesser degree, simulate smart antenna systems [11] - [13] . However, these past smart antenna studies along with many other vector channel-propagation studies do not consider the effects of antenna-array mutual coupling. Mutual coupling effects have been shown in the literature to have an appreciable effect on smart antenna-system performance [14] - [16] . They are especially important in smart antenna arrays because the elements are spaced relatively closely to one another (within ). These studies used MoM to characterize mutual coupling effects. The MoM represents the induced current on an object in terms of a given basis function and enforces Maxwell's boundary conditions at a finite number of points on the object being modeled [17] . However, the effects of the mobile environment were not considered. In this study, we apply both MoM to model coupling effects between antenna-array elements while using ERT to model the mobile environment.
In this manner, the near-field interaction among the array elements is accurately modeled by the rigorous MoM simulation, while the far-field interaction between the antenna array and its environment is efficiently modeled by the approximate ray-tracing simulation. In adopting this approach, we ignore the scattering from the environment back to the array and how such secondary scattering modifies the resulting array pattern. In the application discussed in this paper, such higher order effects should be small since the two-way distance between the array and scatterers in the environment is typically much larger than the spacing between the array elements.
Section II introduces a mathematical model of the smart antenna array. Section III describes the hybrid MoM-ERT tool used to simulate smart antenna arrays in urban microcell environments. Section IV presents the results of these simulations and comments on smart antenna-array geometries appropriate for urban microcells, the variability of microcell shape, and the prediction of mobile-user spatial signatures.
II. SMART ANTENNA MODEL
There are M elements in the base station antenna array, located at ( , ), . A steering vector, shown in (1), characterizes the relative phase response of each antenna-array element to an incident signal with DOA (1) where is the wavenumber of the incident electromagnetic radiation. The spatial signature (SS) model considers uplink antenna-array output due to a single user to be a linear combination of the steering vectors of all the multipath signal components. (2) is defined to be the SS of mobile user 1. , are the multipath components of the signal. The contain the amplitude and phase of the th signal component (modeling attenuation and delay, respectively). The SS model requires a narrowband assumption to be made, which states that the delay spread will be small relative to the inverse signal bandwidth.
The relative angle change (RAC) of SS provides a measure of the level of change of the spatial signature over time. It shows how multipath fading effects and the changing angular position of the mobile use,r with respect to the base station, influences smart antenna-system performance. The relative angle change between two spatial signatures and are Relative Angle Change
Past measurement studies in the literature have focused on this variation metric [11] , [18] . In addition, inaccurate spatial signature knowledge, measured by SS RAC, was quantifiably linked to loss in signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) [12] performance. Equation (3) also shows that SS RAC is similar in form to spatial signature correlation [19] .
III. HYBRID MOM-ERT SIMULATION TOOL
ERT is a well-established technique for modeling the effect of the mobile environment on electromagnetic radiation and scattering. However, to model the effects of local scattering close to the base station, as well as electromagnetic interactions between the base station array elements, requires use of moreaccurate computational electromagnets (CEM) techniques, such as MoM. To combine both the near-field interaction of the array structures and the propagation channel requires a hybrid approach combining the two simulations [20] . In this work, the moment method is used to generate the radiation patterns of the base station antenna-array elements with coupling effects included. This radiation pattern is used when modeling the environment with ERT.
Using ERT to study vector-channel propagation allows for a level of accuracy, control, and reproducibility that cannot be matched by conventional measurement studies. Small-scale issues such as fast fading can be observed in addition to largescale power distribution information. In urban models, there is a tendency for regions to be highly shadowed (i.e., receive no reflected rays). Alleviating this problem required the use of a ray-tracing system that takes into account diffraction ray mechanisms, along with reflection ray mechanisms. For this reason, the FASANT software developed at the Universidad de Alcala, Madrid, Spain, by Catedra was used. This system has been used in conventional system planning and has been validated for downtown propagation measurements in the literature [10] .
The MoM code used in this study is numerical electromagnetics code (NEC), which was originally developed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA [21] to perform MoM analysis to model wire antennas. A wire segment model of an arbitrary-geometry antenna array can be specified in an input file to NEC. NEC results are well accepted in the literature and versions of NEC are freely distributed on the World Wide Web. In the MoM, each antenna-array element is represented as a wire of finite thickness divided into segments. Next, a system-impedance matrix is computed, giving the coupling between segment i and j in the model ( , ), where Q is the total number of wire segments. The chosen value of Q needs to be large enough so that the obtained current solution on each of the antenna elements converge to a fixed function. In general, the higher the number of segments, the greater the validity and resolution of the answer (at the expense of greater computational effort). A detailed formulation of the modeling of an antenna array using the MoM can be found in the work of Adve [14] and Pasala [15] .
A seven-element uniform circular array of radius 9 cm was used in simulations and measurements in this study. The simulated antenna elements are each coaxial dipole elements containing four collinear dipole antennas with an operating frequency of 1.8 GHz. Each of the dipole elements is represented as a wire divided into segments for MoM analysis. Lump loading (1 ) is used to model the isolation between the dipole antennas and the load impedance (73 ) of the dipoles. The MoM calculations in this paper model the mutual coupling between the collinear dipoles within an array element and the greater coupling [22] with the dipoles in other array elements.
The hybrid approach in this paper used MoM calculations to determine the radiation pattern of each antenna-array element taking into account mutual coupling effects. During the array-pattern optimization section of this paper, these calculations also included the effects of local scattering from a cellular tower. Using these MoM determined radiation patterns. ERT was used to model the effects of the urban cellular environment.
IV. RESULTS
There were five microcells that were tested in this study, corresponding to different geographic regions in downtown Austin, TX. Each microcell covers a 4 4 square-block area of the city. The base station antenna array was a uniform circular array described in Section III. The base station antenna array was located 20 m off the ground at the center of each microcell. At this height, the array was below the rooftops of some buildings. These five microcells will be referred to as "northeast," "northwest," "southeast," "southwest," and "center," which describes the portion of downtown Austin that each microcell covers. Each microcell had a diameter of approximately 500 m. Field measurements had been performed in the center microcell [23] .
Simulations were performed on a grid overlaid on the city streets of each microcell. The grid density was chosen to allow simulations to be performed approximately every 5 m . A single sample point was taken at the center of each 5m area. Each of these possible mobile-user positions was simulated 1.5 m off the ground surface. Distinctions were only made between ground and building materials. Based upon the sources summarized in [11] , a relative permitivity of was used to model the asphalt ground surface of urban environments. Based upon Lawton [9] , a relative permitivity of was used to model the building walls. The latter permitivity information has no clear accepted value in the literature, with values ranging from 4 to 15 being reported [9] . This is because the measurement of this value is highly dependent upon weather conditions and building materials.
A. DOA Distribution
The distributions of ray angles received at a single-reference array element at the base station from the grid of mobile-user positions in the microcell were considered in two different contexts. In the first, the distribution of angles was measured relative to the dominant signal-path component. For each mobile position, the dominant signal-path component was defined to be the strongest received ray. Rays were discarded that were 40 dB down from the dominant signal component. A representative figure illustrating this type of angle distribution is shown for the southwest microcell in Fig. 1(a) . This figure shows that multipath signal components in this microcell are often centered about the dominant signal component. This is a significant observation in that it has implications for antennaarray design. Specifically, it implies that when dominant signal energy is received in a particular direction, it is not as important to search far from this angle when looking for multipath signal components. It also implies that the resolution of DOA algorithms used in direction-finding applications needs to be high enough to resolve multipath signal components that do not have much angular separation. Further, even if super-resolution DOA algorithms (e.g., MUSIC) can resolve these multipath components, DOA-based downlink beamforming algorithms may not necessarily be able to synthesize radiation patterns with directional peaks that are so close, given a particular array geometry.
In the second context, the absolute distribution of angle was considered. Fig. 1(b) shows a representative plot of absolute DOA angle at a reference-array element for all mobile-user positions in the microcell. It shows a banded structure in the DOAs of signal components incident to the array, consistent with the "urban-canyon" phenomena discussed in [24] . Combined with the results of Fig. 1(a) , further comments can be made regarding the necessary capabilities of future smart antenna base stations. The banding structure-limiting incident signal energy to certain corridors of incidence to the array, shown in Fig. 1(b) , motivates the use of smaller subarrays, each covering certain angular sectors. The tight distribution of DOAs around the dominant signal component shown in Fig. 1(a) further implies that each of these subarrays may not often need to interact with other subarrays.
B. Microcell Shape
The geographic region over which the received power exceeds a given threshold determines the exact shape of the microcell covered by a particular base station. This threshold power is chosen to allow for minimum system signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and SIR requirements. In a microcell in which antenna arrays are introduced but no smart antenna algorithms are implemented, the simplest solution would be to have each element uniformly excited to create an omnidirectional radiation pattern. A more-sophisticated solution would be to introduce smart antenna algorithms for downlink beamforming when transmitting to users in different portions of the cell. Assuming a time-division duplexed system, DOA or SS information collected during uplink can be applied during downlink to efficiently transmit signal energy to a particular mobile user. A DOA-based downlink beamforming approach, described in [25] and [26] , uses the steering vector corresponding to the DOA of the dominant signal component during uplink as the array-excitation vector.
Similarly, an SS-based method [25] , [26] uses the estimated spatial signature of a mobile user during uplink as the downlink array excitation vector. Table I summarizes the average power received at all simulated points in the microcells by using the simple uniform excitation as well as the more-complex DOA-and SS-based downlink beamforming techniques. As with previous results, simulated points were taken every 5 m throughout the city streets. As the table shows, use of both DOA-and SS-based downlink beamforming provides a significant improvement over a simple uniform-array excitation. Specifically, the DomDOA method provides approximately 4 dB over uniform excitation and the SS method provides about 7.5 dB over uniform excitation. This increased performance comes at the expense of increased smart array processing, since DOA/SS estimation at each mobile user location would be required. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the side view of the scale and geometry of the center excited southwest microcell. This graph also provides an indication of the line-of-sight (LOS) and nonline-ofsight (non-LOS) regions of the microcell. Fig. 2(b) shows the power distribution in the southwest microcell when using the SS method for beamforming. As expected, the power is higher in the sections of the model LOS with the antenna array. In even the closer non-LOS side streets, the power level is relatively low. The cell is generally diamond-shaped about the base station array, with main axes determined by the LOS streets in the cell. This is consistent with measurements and simulations discussed in [10] for urban microcells making use of conventional antenna base stations.
Further, we find that the shape of the power contours obtained with the SS-based method is similar to the power contours of the DOA-based and uniform-excitation methods. However, the power levels are uniformly higher for the SS-over the DOA-based method. Similarly, the DOA-based method has higher power levels than the uniform-excitation method.
The benefit of using a smart antenna array follows from the increase in power through use of SS-and DOA-based beamforming. By paying for the increased processing needed by these methods, the contours defining constant levels of power will be pushed away from the center cell. This increase makes the geographic region covered by the larger cell and reduces the number of cells necessary in a particular environment. This increase in signal power can also be used to aid in handoff scenarios by allowing for variable cell shape.
Variable cell shape allows one base station to service a mobile user who would otherwise be in the geographic region covered by another cell. To illustrate this, consider a handoff scenario between one microcell and another. Under normal circumstances, corresponding to the situation when both base stations are uniformly excited, handoff will occur at a given geographic location between the two cells. However, if one of these base stations uses DOA-or SS-based downlink beamforming to specifically target a mobile user, by the results of Table I, this will boost the signal received by that base station by between 4 and 8 dB. This has the effect of extending the geographic area covered by a particular base station. Determining when to use these downlink beamforming techniques to increase signal power and change cell shape can then be made a function of the relative load of 
C. Microcell Architecture Optimization
Antenna arrays deployed in next-generation base stations may not necessarily be mounted at the top of the cellular tower. This side-mounting is not governed by technical issues, but rather through mechanical or zoning constraints. In this situation, the tower blocks the omnidirectional control signals transmitted by the array, resulting in service degradation to users in particular angular sectors.
In [16] , MoM simulation was used to compensate for the electromagnetic interaction between antenna-array elements. This technique can be extended to compensate for local scattering occurring near the array. Fig. 3 illustrates an extreme case of this kind of local scattering. The figure shows a cross section from above of antenna-array element and tower positions. The tower is modeled as a series of wires making up a triangular prism. The wires and prism are aligned to be in the same direction as the orientation of the array elements. The base station antenna array was a uniform circular array described in Section III. Wires that are several wavelengths long represent the tower.
The downlink transmission considered here corresponds to omnidirectional transmission of control signals covering the entire cell area. The tower has the effect of severely shadowing the signals in the direction directly behind it, creating the overall array-radiation pattern shown in Fig. 4 . The nonoptimized pattern is the result of a uniform excitation to the array elements. The two nulls at 160 and 200 will cause users in these angular sectors to not be served as well as users in other sectors, leading to an irregular cell shape.
Nonlinear optimization was used to determine the array excitation needed to synthesize a better omnidirectional radiation pattern. Given the radiation patterns of the th array element , generated using NEC simulations the problem is to find the weight vector such that the objective function in (4) is minimized as follows: (4) is a vector containing the 360 E-field values characterizing the transmission pattern of the th array element. The th element of the weight vector represents the complex value used to scale the th array element pattern. These individual element patterns are then summed to give the total array-radiation pattern.
This multivariate optimization problem was solved using the Fletcher-Powell optimization technique [27] . The resulting optimized-radiation pattern is shown, along with the nonoptimized pattern, in Fig. 4 . The nulls are still present in the radiation pattern, but the distance from peak to null has been greatly reduced. Thus, the goal of serving users in all sectors of the base station coverage area is fulfilled. However, as the figure shows, this comes at the cost of reducing the strength of the field in directions in which there had previously been ample gain.
With this technique, we can further consider the cell-architecture issue from the previous section. Recall that the microcell power contours with uniform excitation, DOA beamforming, and SS beamforming were found to be diamond-shaped with main axes determined by the LOS streets. The above patternsynthesis algorithm can be applied to the fields in a rectangular path around the base station array rather than the individual element-radiation patterns. This rectangular path goes in 5-m steps down the center of the streets, determining the boundary of a 2 2 city-block area centered about the microcell base station [shown in Fig. 5(a) ]. Thus, there are approximately 250 uniformly spaced points in the complete path. The new optimization problem is given in (5) and Fig. 5(b) shows the resulting power distribution over the microcell with the optimized weights (5) The figure shows that the optimized weights reduce the power levels received in each of the LOS intersections of the microcell to a level closer to that of local non-LOS portions of the corresponding streets. This changes the effective cell shape from a diamond to a shape that more closely resembles a square. However, this flexibility in cell shape comes at the loss in average power of the entire microcell area of 4 dB. There is a definite limit on the capability of the array to drastically change the power distribution over large areas introduced due to the fact that array elements are so close together (i.e., less than half a wavelength).
D. Spatial Signature Variation
Spatial signature variation during trajectories of wavelengths of mobile-users displacement was shown in [11] and [18] . These scenarios gave insight into the validity of the spatial-signature model. They also illustrated how inaccurate spatial-signature knowledge could lead to losses in downlink beamforming performance [12] . In this section, we consider spatial-signature variation over regions corresponding to urban microcells. These simulations give insight into the uniqueness of the superposition of steering vectors that make up the spatial signature [shown in (2) ]. Since spatial-signature RAC variation can be translated to particular multipath fading environments [11] , knowledge of the distribution of RAC can yield information about the microcell vector channel. Fig. 6 shows the overall histogram of spatial-signature RAC in the southwest microcell. The graph was generated by considering the RAC between the spatial signatures from all possible pairs of points (on the grid of simulated positions) transmitting to the center-excited microcell base station. The graph shows that in 75% of the cases, the spatial-signature RAC is 80% or more. Referring to the definition of spatial-signature RAC of (3) and [19] , this implies that spatial signatures are not very correlated with one another in this environment. This characterizes the environment as being predominantly non-LOS and motivates the need to update spatial signatures often as users move through the microcell, motivating spatial-signature prediction (discussed in the next section).
Another component to a large-scale spatial-signature RAC study is the effect of position in the cell on spatial signature RAC. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for the southwest microcell. The two subplots show the contours of spatial-signature RAC over the entire microcell, relative to the spatial signature of a mobile user in an LOS intersection of the model [ Fig. 7(a) ] and in a non-LOS intersection [ Fig. 7(b) ]. LOS and non-LOS intersections are determined with respect to the base station located at the center of the urban microcell [refer to Fig. 2(a) ]. The figures show that there is a relationship between spatial-signature RAC and proximity in the microcell. In Fig. 7(a) , while the RAC approaches 80-90% over much of the microcell, there is a region around the LOS reference point at which the RAC remains low, around 15%. As positions are considered further from this point up and down the street corresponding to a LOS region as well as the non-LOS cross street (LOS and non-LOS relative to the base station), the RAC steadily increases. This increase is greater on the non-LOS cross street than it is in the LOS area. The intuition behind this behavior is that the dominant multipath signal components for these locations remain relatively constant in this region. Fig. 7(b) shows the same results for a non-LOS reference point. This point is behind a large building blocked from the base station. The shape of the RAC contours in this figure show that the multipath environment at the reference point is similar to that of the LOS intersection one block to the east. This implies that the signal components are likely traveling down this intersection to reach the non-LOS reference point. The contours show that there is relatively low RAC in this intersection, which means that the spatial signatures at the reference point and in this intersection share a subset of steering vectors. These common steering vectors correspond to common multipath components when users at both locations transmit to the base-station array. 
E. Spatial-Signature Prediction
Mobile-user displacements corresponding to fractions of a single wavelength can significantly degrade downlink beamforming performance as SS or DOA estimated during uplink becomes outdated. The reason for this performance degradation is the changing multipath fading environment, quantified in the previous section, encountered as the mobile user moves along a given path. Thus, it is important for the base station to have an accurate estimate of channel-state information (CSI).
The performance of the prediction technique based on a vector-autoregressive (VAR) spatial-signature model [27] was examined in the central microcell, shown in Fig. 8 . There were three separate mobile-user paths that were considered, corresponding to movement down sixth, seventh, and eighth streets. High-resolution field simulations were made every of mobile displacement over approximately 0.5 km of a city street. A time-division duplexed system was assumed, with a total training interval of 35 spatial signatures. This corresponds to the type of system described in [28] . When regions of forecasted spatial signatures are included in the mobile trajec- The model from [27] needed to be able to generate accurate spatial-signature forecasts as far into the future as possible after the end of the training period. The accuracy of these spatialsignature forecasts was measured using spatial-signature RAC over a prediction horizon corresponding to six wavelengths of mobile-user displacement. This satisfies the forecasting interval requirements of the long-range prediction scheme in [29] , while also taking into account implementation issues by reducing the number of large matrix inversions necessary in the method. Fig. 9 illustrates the effectiveness of spatial-signature prediction over the first five downlink cycles of the sixth-street mobile-user trajectory. Conventional spatial signatures refer to the situation when the last known uplink spatial signatures are used during the entire downlink interval. Forecast spatial signatures refer to predictions based upon known signatures at first and then, eventually, based upon predictions alone. The model co- efficients were fixed at the time of the last known spatial signature when developing the forecasts. As Fig. 9 shows, when conventional spatial signatures are used, the RAC with respect to the actual spatial signatures, quickly reaches 80-90%, consistent with measured and simulated performance described in [11] and [18] . Use of forecasting allows the base station to have spatial-signature estimates that are approximately 30% with respect to the actual values. Based upon the work described in [12] , this improvement can lead to appreciable performance increases in downlink beamforming. Fig. 10 shows the average RAC for various prediction horizons for the eighth-street trajectory. This graph illustrates the average performance of the prediction method over all 200 downlink periods of the user trajectory. As this graph shows, after six wavelengths of mobile-user displacement the forecasted spatial signatures still have, on average, less RAC with actual values as do the conventional spatial signatures. However, predictions this far ahead into the future have an RAC with values that begin to converge to the RAC using the conventional approach. Results for all user trajectories are summarized in Table II. As the table shows, spatial-signature prediction provides, on average, an appreciable improvement over the use of conventional spatial-signature estimates during downlink. The improvements are not as significant for the seventh-street scenario, where the mobile user is LOS with the base station and spatial-signature update is not as critical. However the improvements in the non-LOS scenarios will translate to improved performance during downlink beamforming [12] .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented CEM-based characterization of smart antenna-system performance in urban microcells. The simulations in this paper consider mutual coupling effects between antenna-array elements and the effect of the environment using a hybrid MoM-ERT approach. DOA distribution information at the base station was used to motivate future array geometry with several independent subarrays covering predetermined angular corridors. Power distributions were given to illustrate the variability of microcell shape using DOA and SS-based downlink beamforming, leading to average power gains of 4 and 8 dB, respectively, over uniform excitation. This increase in transmitted power comes at the expense of additional base-station processing. In addition, multivariate nonlinear optimization was used to modify microcell shape to ensure uniform service in the cell, as well as compensate for the presence of a blocking cellular tower. Both of these modifications to cell shape came at the expense of transmitted power but allowed for increased uniformity in mobile-user service throughout the microcell.
SS variation information was used to characterize the overall mobile environment under study, while motivating Kalman filter-based vector-autoregressive (VAR) prediction of mobile user spatial signatures. Results from this developed prediction technique are provided for mobile users in the urban microcellular environment. This technique led to spatial-signature estimates that surpassed the conventional approach and could ultimately lead to increased SIR performance.
